
An Inspirational Guide To Styling The Perfect
Vintage Wedding
Are you dreaming of a wedding that exudes timeless elegance and romantic
charm? Look no further than a vintage-inspired wedding. From vintage lace
gowns to rustic decor, a vintage wedding theme can transport you and your
guests to a bygone era. In this guide, we will provide you with all the inspiration
and tips you need to style the perfect vintage wedding.

The Dress

One of the most crucial elements of a vintage wedding is the bride's dress. Opt
for a dress that embodies the timeless glamour of the past. Consider a lace gown
with delicate embroidery or a tea-length dress with a cinched waist. Accessories
such as a birdcage veil or a pearl necklace add the perfect finishing touches and
evoke a sense of nostalgia.

When choosing your dress, keep in mind the silhouette that suits your body type
best. A-line or fit-and-flare dresses are universally flattering, while sheath dresses
are ideal for those with a slim figure. Don't hesitate to visit vintage or thrift stores,
as you may find a hidden gem from a bygone era that perfectly fits your vision.
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The Venue

The venue sets the stage for your vintage wedding. Look for locations that have
historical significance or boast an old-world charm. A mansion, barn, or garden
with timeless architecture and beautiful landscapes can provide the perfect
backdrop. Outdoor venues particularly lend themselves well to a vintage theme,
as nature becomes part of the décor.

Enhance the venue's vintage allure by incorporating elements such as antique
furniture, chandeliers, or vintage-inspired signage. For an outdoor venue,
consider using an old wooden arch adorned with flowers as an altar. Draping
sheer fabrics and hanging fairy lights can also create a dreamy ambiance.

The Decor

When it comes to styling the perfect vintage wedding, details matter. Choose
muted colors such as soft creams, pale pinks, or dusty blues to create a romantic
ambiance. Incorporate vintage elements such as lace, hand-painted china, and
vintage glassware into your table settings.

Consider using mismatched antique chairs or vintage couches for seating areas,
creating a cozy atmosphere for your guests to relax and mingle. Adding vintage-
inspired props like typewriters, old suitcases, or vintage bicycles to your décor
can serve as great conversation starters and add a unique touch to your wedding.

Floral Arrangements
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Flowers play a significant role in enhancing the vintage charm of your wedding.
Opt for soft, delicate flowers with a natural and effortless look. Roses, peonies,
baby's breath, and hydrangeas are popular choices for vintage weddings.

Choose a color palette that complements your overall theme. Soft pastels, whites,
and creams work well for a vintage vibe. Bouquets and arrangements that
incorporate greenery and a mix of textures add depth and interest to your floral
décor.

The Finishing Touches

Complete the vintage atmosphere with thoughtful finishing touches. Vintage-
inspired stationery and invitations will set the tone for your wedding from the very
beginning. Consider using calligraphy or vintage stamps to add an extra dose of
nostalgia.

For wedding favors, opt for small, sentimental trinkets like vintage key bottle
openers or personalized vintage-inspired magnets. Provide a vintage-style photo
booth with props that will entertain your guests and create lasting memories.

When it comes to music, a live band playing classic tunes from the past can set
the perfect mood. Encourage your guests to get on the dance floor and enjoy the
timeless melodies.

In

A vintage wedding allows you to create a celebration that is beautiful, unique, and
evokes a sense of bygone charm. From the dress to the venue, the décor to the
finishing touches, every component plays an essential role in bringing your
vintage vision to life.



Keep in mind that the key is to incorporate elements that resonate with your
personal style and preferences. Have fun exploring antique stores, flea markets,
and second-hand shops, as you may stumble upon hidden treasures that
perfectly capture the essence of a vintage wedding.

With this guide as your source of inspiration, your vintage wedding is sure to be
an unforgettable occasion that leaves both you and your guests with beautiful
memories that last a lifetime.
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Harking back to the classic styles of previous decades is often the foundation of a
truly original, elegant, and stylish wedding, but it can be difficult to get all of the
vintage details right without a little bit of guidance. This beautiful and accessible
book looks at how to source and put together vintage bridal outfits and event
styling. Packed with gorgeous ideas and practical advice—from finding a dress to
putting together accessories, flowers, makeup, hair, and even extra details such
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as the venue, cake, stationery, photography, and entertainment—this guide
makes sure all aspects of your perfect day are covered, with style.
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